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Murray（１７４５－１８２ ６ ）は（McKnight， １９２８; Flasdieck,
 １９２８），「英文法」を次のように定義している．
　
ENGLISH GRAMMAR is the art of 
speaking and writing the English 



















































・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
という極めて実用













－ Grammar is   e Art of writing and 
speaking wel.（Butler, １６３４）
　［文法は上手に書き，話す技術である．］
－ Grammar is the art of true, and well 
speaking a Language: the writing is 




－ Grammar, which is the Art of using 
words properly […].（Johnson, １７５５）
　［文法，それは語を正しく使用する技術であ
り […]．］
－ Grammar is the art of using words 
properly.（Priestley, １７６１）
　［文法は語を正しく使う技術である．］
－ Grammar is the art of rightly 













リスで莫大な人気のあったWilliam Lily （ca. １４ ６８－
 １５２２）のラテン文典に見る文法の定義“Grammatica 















































も言うべきJacob Grimm（１７８５－１８ ６３） のDeutsche 
Grammatik に見る次の言葉に見事に集約されている．
　
Allgemeinlogischen begriffen bin ich in 
der Grammatik feind; sie f u¨ hren 
scheinbare strenge  und  geschlossenheit 
 der  bestimmungen mit sich, hemmen 
aber die beobachtung, welche ich als die 
seele der sprachforschug betrachte






















































































・ ・ ・ ・
めの道具




を英文法研究に応用したEduard M a¨  tzner（１８０５－
 １８９２）は文法を，
　
Die Grammatik, oder Sprachlehre, 
handelt von den Gesetzten der Rede , und 
zun a¨  chst von dem Worte als 
Grundstandtheil derselben, in Beziehung 
auf seinen Stoff und seine Form, in der 
Laut- und Formenlehre, alsdann von der 
Verbindung  der  W o¨  rter  in  der  Rede, 
in Lehre von der Wort- und Satzf u¨  gung 


















theoretical (science of language) －descriptive－explanatory 
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【Summary】
 Art vs. Science in Teaching English Grammar
　
Hiroyuki ETO
Nagano College of Nursing
　
　The study of language, like many other disciplines, has two contrastive dimensions: science vs. art. 
While these two aspects must be closely connected with each other in the study of language, their 
ultimate purpose is totally different. The“science”of language seeks for the“nature”of language in 
scientific approaches, whereas the“art”of language presents the“rules”we have to obey in order to 
have a good command of a particular language. The science of language examines a language as it is; 
the art of language shows what a language should be.
　In Japan we have experienced a long unsolved discussion on English language education as to how 
we should teach students English effectively. There are several reasons why this problem has not been 
settled for a long time. One of the most plausible reasons is that we mingle these two aspects of 
language study － art vs. science － in teaching English. Most students want to have more practical 
instruction of English, i.e., to practice the art of English; most teachers, on the other hand, teach them 
how to analyze English sentences.
　To teach English to non-native speakers like the Japanese people, we need to blend these two 
approaches, that is, to establish an art of English teaching based on the precise scientific knowledge of 
the “target”language. To make such a new teaching method available, I propose a new“art-grammar”
of English in which we can show students not only“analytic”approaches of grammar, but also
“synthetic”processes. From the synthetic standpoint we will be able to find the“core”principle of each 
gram-matical phenomenon, from which we can understand and use each of its various deprived usages. 
As a result, we can grasp the basic structure of English and, at the same time, have  practical knowledge 
as well as skills to use English appropriately.
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